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The South Sea Company (officially The Governor and Company of the merchants of Great Britain,
trading to the South Seas and other parts of America, and for the encouragement of fishing) was a
British joint-stock company founded in 1711, created as a public-private partnership to consolidate
and reduce the cost of national debt. The company was also granted a monopoly to trade with
South ...
South Sea Company - Wikipedia
This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title South Sea. If an internal link led you
here, you may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article.
South Sea - Wikipedia
If you want to know what the cost of raising funds for a corporation in trouble following a failed
acquisition is the recent disclosures from McDermott provide a good guide. Crucial to the continued
ability of the firm to stay within its banking covenants and remain a going concern in the Q3 2018
results was the $300m in 12% preference shares sold by McDermott to Goldman Sachs and
Company (and ...
From the South Seaâ€¦ â€“ Economics, ships, money, and oilâ€¦
By Jesse Colombo (This article was written on June 4th, 2012). In the late 1980s, on the heels of a
three-decade long â€œEconomic Miracle,â€• Japan experienced its infamous â€œbubble
economyâ€• in which stock and real estate prices soared to stratospheric heights driven by a
speculative mania. Japanâ€™s Nikkei stock average hit an all-time high in 1989, only to crash in a
spectacular fashion ...
Japan's Bubble Economy of the 1980s
By Jesse Colombo (This article was written on April 19th, 2012). Railway Mania was an economic
bubble in the United Kingdom in the 1840s that involved a railroad development frenzy and a
speculative bubble in the shares of railroad companies.
The British "Railway Mania" Bubble
By Zhipeng Yan collapsed and panic reigned. Big losers in the South Sea Bubble included Isaac
A Random Walk Down Wall Street - Brandeis University
Despite dire warnings about the dangers of the filter bubble, there's more to gain than to lose if we
think of it for what it is - a preference bubble.
Filter Bubble? Let's Call It The Preference Bubble Instead
THE FOG HORN by Ray Bradbury Out there in the cold water, far from land, we waited every night
for the coming of the fog, and it came, and we oiled the brass machinery and lit the fog light up in
the stone tower.
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Anti-Corruption: The Global Fight is a new handbook from IIP Publications that outlines the kinds of
corruption, their effects, and the ways that people and governments combat corruption through
legislative and civil society actions.
IIP Publications
Now, can you find South Africa? Given enough time, you can spot it at the top. What is the value of
sales in South Africa? Nothing about the bubble reveals this, but we can hover over the bubble to
access its value.
Visual Business Intelligence â€“ Tableau Veers from the Path
Today, 6 decades later, the U.S. Navy and its hostage-along-for-the-ride, the marines have been
hampered by their own narrow, egotistical way of operating from the sea trying to relive only part of
what worked in WW2 that gratifies the ego (Seaplanes and LTA Blimps excluded). To patrol the
seas for subs, land-based civilian turboprop airliners must foray for thousands and thousands of
miles ...
Vindication for the P-6M SeaMaster
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